Previous Friends of FBA Members

The following individuals have been members of the Friends of FBA Circle:

- Alan Anderson  
- Christie Baird - 2006  
- Marcia Bartley - 2006  
- Wayne Bertsch - 2007  
- Brevard HBA  
- Dave Carter  
- Flagler HBA  
- Florida Home Builders Insurance  
- Forgotten Coast BA  
- Stephen Gidus  
- Gold Coast BA  
- Keith Gover - 2007  
- Hernando BA  
- Highlands County BA  
- Lee Holt  
- Bob Joyal  
- Susan Leigh  
- Tammy Lynch  
- Greg Matovino  
- Steve McAuliffe  
- Joe & Robin Pastore  
- Russell Palka  
- Panaman City-Bay County HBA  
- Polk County BA  
- South Florida BA  
- Tampa Bay BA  
- Frank Whalen - 2009  
- John Wiseman  
- Bill Varian

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR SUPPORT OF FBA!